1. One hand pull the plastic device up and insert the iron wire into their grooves according to the illustration.

2. Place mattress pad in basket before use.

3. Pull forward and the canopy can be opened. Pull afterward and the canopy can be closed.

4. Open basket support stand. Extend hinge locks fully. Insert (pressure fit) four casters into the basket stand. Positioning both locking casters on the same end. To lock wheels, press wheel locking tab to the down position. To unlock, lift tab up.

5. Angle basket down and then push basket forward so that the two horizontal retaining clips located on the bottom of the basket floorboard snap securely to either end of the stand, then with a downward motion attach the vertical retaining clips.

6. Pull up the button according to the arrow and the shaking tube can be turned up or down. Complete installation by fastening both right and left straps to the stand.

Warnings: never leave child unattended, always keep child in view when in use.